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Overview

Dharamsala is a hill side city in the Indian state of
Himachal Pradesh. The winters in Dharamsala
stretches from September to February which is
quite cold and the temperature in Winters
remains between 4 and 7 degrees Celsius.
Snowfall begins by the end of December and
continues until February.

There are several poor Tibetans who couldn’t
survive heavy winter in Dharamsala due poor
financial conditions. Some are hermit monks too
who live in higher alps of Dharamsala hills and
medidate whole year. These people lack basic
necessities in their day to day life.



WINTER CLOTHES,
BLANKETS AND RATION

FOR POOR

As winter sets in by November end, every
year Tibet Charity distribute winter
blankets, warm clothes and food rations
to many poor people on streets, poor
Tibetan elderlies and also to hermit
monks and nuns around Mcleodganj
and Dharamsala area. This is all done
with a great support of our sponsors who
donate money to help this people to  
survive the harsh winter in Dharamsala.

This year too, we are again planning to
do the same. We plan to distribute
winter warm clothes and food rations to
75 poor Tibetan elderlies and hermit
monks who live in higher regions of
Dharamsala hills. Due to poor health
conditions and distant locations, they are
unable to go out and get basic
necessities in winters. Therefore, we plan
to give food rations at their doorstep so
that they can survive the harsh winter
without leaving their homes.



“WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND

SUPPORT”

BI-FURCATION OF
BENEFICIARIES

HERMIT MONKS
We plan to give winter warm clothes
and food rations to 36 hermit monks
and nuns who are residing in higher
reaches of Dharamsala hills. 

ELDERLIES
POOR TIBETAN 

We plan to give winter warm clothes
and food rations to 39 poor Tibetan
Elderlies who are residing in
Mcleodganj and Mid Town of
Dharamsala region.

EXPECTED COST AND
TOTAL BUDGET
A) Food ration cost - Rs 1500/- per head (minimum)
B) Winter clothes 
and Blankets  -          Rs 1800/- per head (minimum)
Total cost per  -         Rs 3300/- per head (A+B)

Total no. of beneficiaries - 75
Total Budget -  Rs. 3300 x 75 = Rs. 2,47,500/- 

head 


